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We Take the Pain

Out of Packing! 



Our Solutions to Address Your Concerns

Quality Control Customer Journey Flexibility / Scalability

Our Production Team
conduct regular inspections
to maintain consistency and

accuracy, to ensure that
your products are produced

to the highest standard.

We are highly adaptable to
customer needs. Our agile

approach allows us to adjust
production schedules,

allocate resources efficiently,
and meet tight deadlines.

Our Customer Experience
Manager and dedicated

team members keep your
project on track. They

closely communicate with
our esteemed customers.



Why Wepack?

Reliable and Trusted Quality Control

Word of Mouth

Good Value of Money

One Stop SolutionState-of-art Facilities

We have more than 30
years of providing

reliable co-packing
service to business

worldwide.

We are accredited
with BRCGS, Soil

Association Organic,
FDA and ISO9001, to

ensure quality services.

We provide
customised solutions
and quality services at

a competitive price. 

By upgrading our
machinery and

facilities, we aim to
optimise our

production line and
improve efficiency.

More than 70% of our
business comes from

repeat customers. They
are happy to refer
Wepack to other

companies.

We offer packaging
design and advice on

artwork to ensure your
products are visually
appealing and nicely

displayed on the shelf.



Contract Packing Services

FOOD
CONTRACT
PACKING

POUCHES

CONTRACT
PACKING FOR
ECOMMERCE

CONTRACT FILLING
(POWDER, LIQUID...)

HAND
ASSEMBLY

SACHETS FLOW
WRAPPING

VERTICAL
BAGGING (VFFS)

REWORK &
RECTIFICATION



Other Services

LABELLING CODING

STORAGE ORDER FULFILMENT

SOURCING



Accreditations



Sustainable and Eco-friendly
Wepack has been equipped
with cutting-edge solar
panels that enables us to

generate our own electricity
and become self-sufficient

during daytime operations.

Wepack implement waste
management, where all waste

including cardboard, polythene,
and mixed recyclables, are
carefully separated and
recycled. By doing so, we

minimise the amount of general
waste produced.

Wepack is keen to reduce
carbon footprint in our
packing offering. We
work with suppliers to

offer eco-friendly
packaging options.

Renewable Energy

Eco-friendly Packaging

Waste Management



www.we-pack.co.uk

0115-852-9000

FREE QUOTE     FREE CONSULTATION

enquiries@we-pack.co.uk

http://www.we-pack.co.uk/
https://www.we-pack.co.uk/contact-us

